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the	Yapgu ' and his s^ns, Lar;purt2, P'jmnadeva, Dharpz:;k. and Dhsipnapah.   The land
is	as situated at Krwaina *in the south of the great town'.   This local	with
a slight	of spelling, k mentioned again in two other documents from the site, and one of
us to what 1 believe to be a likely identification of it.   In LA, v: il 0234, an almost
document reproduced in Plate XXXIX, we have, as Professor Rapson's abstract shows,
a	by Vasudeva to his father, at3ie great Gusura Bhatiga'*   In It the
writer,        the usual complimentary formulas,	that he         to a place, subsequently
to as "this market', from Krorayinx< bringing a carnal and some other property not yet identified,
4So far 1	no buying or selling   I now wish to return to Kr^nnim"   Leaving         the
contents, which have not as yet been completely deciphered, we can scarcely go	3n
assuming that, as Professor	himself has duly recognized, by Kroravina or Kroraina
meant        the locality where the letter was found, i, e. the Lou-Ian Site,
That the term was not restricted to the ruined station LA, V*:t equail) applied also to the Kur&iu
surrounding tract, is	very probable by the third document :n which the	the r£^'^lL
double wedge-tahlet LB. sv. v. i*vi. l   This is addressed to Kori Maldrayi and the	record.
Anarpdasena iAnandasena), and conveys the king's         that iii^ form of Caraka at Krsrsimna 5s
to be handed over to a certain Kalasdha together with a	belonging to it   Now the mere
fact of this last-named document having been found at the ruin L.B. n; and	miles
away from the ancient	LA, would suffice to suggest       the	Kroraina5 had a more
extended use and was	by the	And this	Is indirectly
strengthened by	the	that the
must have	for a        at L.B.,	while	the chiefs order,   It is
a letter, which has also an	of its	in the rectangular	tablet, LB. iv. i*
6 + 7 (Plate XXXVIII), and	from Cuvalayina and his wife Atamsiyae to Ms father, the Gusura
Le^vamna, and his mother Bhuvzdance.   It	to the	the	that	lias
delivered of a son, and*        referring to	sent by one
tells them that the 6ramana	to	and that if he
may be        to him.   Considering that this	and the
to the Sramana Anamdasena the execution at Kroraina of an	the
found in the         rained	LB. iv, it	safe to	that this	of the
ancient settlement was       comprised in Krora5na»
The evidence recorded at the end of the	section lias	us that In the Chinese
documents recovered from LA. the rained military	is	by the name of
On the other hand, the Chinese historical	above in Chapter IX, and below, too.
It perfectly clear that this	had        a	originally by that
Lop	lay on the ancient route	of the	Tarim	It is
obvious that this term	already	in Chang Ch'ien's	the	Chinese
account of the TMm Basin, must	an	and In        of the identity.
j£rtf»-&/frr, p. 204.	of	use of
honorific titles for personal         are common ia
4 The form Kr&r*im* is only a grapHc	of
Tbe instate of the Aausvini maxk, without aaj
in the case of aa	by a
is of very frequent occurrence tfarottgboat         texts; thus
for Kboiftna;	fajana, etc.
fc(| See	ppB 336 aqq.;	pp. 4^ J «qq
f It	not to	this
which occurs ts a	also In         Site
e.g. N. xviii i, N. k 3, 6S19, a, witfe the	Turkish
princely title	was	by the	a?
TMs title	In Its
origin by Prof. Birth) was in use	the hues	in
the	century b.c., tnd is	for         of the
it the time of their	k the
region; cf, Chavannes}	1907, pa 189, eo!c 3;

